NEW PROPERTIES FOR FIT GUESTS AND SMALL GROUPS

HOTEL ZLATA LADJICA 5*, LJUBLJANA (SLOVENIA)
HOTEL ZLATA LADJICA 5* is a newly opened boutique hotel with unbeatable location in
Ljubljana. If you stay here you will be located just next to the Ljubljanica river and steps away
from some of Ljubljana’s best restaurants. Small hotel has a lot of style and charm and is one
of the best options for hip guests in Ljubljana.

HOTEL ORA 4*, SPLIT (CROATIA)
HOTEL ORA 4* is a brand new design, a perfect choice for anyone who loves colorful and
contemporary interior design. Hotel is on the smaller side, but a good choice for FIT, small

size and even medium size groups. Hotel is less than 2 km walk away from the old city center
and just a short stroll to the beach.

HERITAGE HOTEL FERMAI 4*, SPLIT (CROATIA)
Split has a beautifully appointed new 4* HERITAGE HOTEL FERMAI. Hotel only has 31
rooms and can even be used for small size groups and is perfect for everyone who loves style
and design. Hotel is also supposed to join M Gallery brand of Accor hotel group.

MASLINA HOTEL 5*, HVAR (CROATIA)
Lavender island or Hvar is gaining popularity very fast from travelers all around the World.
MASLINA RESORT 5* is the only 5* hotel in Hvar island. Although hotel is not large enough
for groups, it is a great option for FIT guests who are satisfied with nothing but the best.

VILLA NAI 3.3, KORNATI NATIONAL PARK (CROATIA)
Another interesting hotel, which has been getting media attention from all around the World
is VILLA NAI 3.3, located on an island inside the UNESCO protected Kornati National Park.
Hotel is built inside a hill and rooms are actually underground. Hotel is great for all people,
who want to be close to and connected to the nature, but also want luxury and all comfort of
the modern life. Hotel is part of the Leading Hotels of the World.

